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Opening Session
Opening Remarks by Masahiro Shinbo, President, NIDS

Keynote Speeches
*The Role of the Military in Peacebuilding*
Michael Clarke, Royal United Services Institute (RUSI)

*Civilian Surge*
Hans Binnendijk, National Defense University

Session I  Chair: Tomonori Yoshizaki, NIDS

**Peace Operations at the Crossroad**

*Peace Operations at the Crossroad — British View*
Jonathan Eyal, RUSI

*Peacebuilding Operations: Australian Perspectives on Regional Tasks*
James Cotton, Australian Defence Force Academy (ADFA)

*Roles of the JSDF in Peace Building Operations: Evolution of Japan’s Defense Policy and Driving Factors*
Noboru Yamaguchi, LTG GSDF (ret.)

Comment and Discussions
Discussants: Sukehiro Hasegawa, Hosei University
Yoshio Katayama, NIDS

Session II  Chair: Mr. Keishi Ono, NIDS

**Stabilization Operation and Alliance Management**

*Stability Operation and Alliance Management — The German View*
Peter Schmidt, Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik (SWP)

*Stabilization Operation and Alliance Management — The French View*
Etienne de Durand, Institut Français des relations internationals (Ifri)

*The Role of the Military in Peacebuilding: A Japanese View*
Tomonori Yoshizaki, NIDS

Comment and Discussions
Discussant: Yuji Uesugi, Hiroshima University

Session III  Co-Chairs: Yoshizaki and Ono, NIDS

**The Military’s Role in Peacebuilding**

Wrap-up Discussions
Discussant: Hideaki Shinoda, Hiroshima University

Closing Remarks by Shinichi Ogawa, Director of Research Department, NIDS